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ABSTRACT 
An example is given of an arcwise connected metric space (which is not 
separable) without proper non-empty open connected subspaces. 
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O. INTRODUCTION 
While trying to generalize known results for separable metric spaces 
to general topological spaces it was found that out·side of the class of sepa-
rable metric spaces requirements on all open connected subsets of a connected 
set are much weaker than within that class. This note shows the reason for 
this: while each nondegenerated connected separable metric space contains 
proper nonempty open connected subspaces, this is not true in general. 
PROPOSITION Let X be a aonneated topologiaal spaae, Ca alosed aonneated 
subspaae, <I> 1' C 1' X. If X does not aontain nontrivial open aonneated subspaaes 
then X\C deaomposes into infinitely many aomponents, and if Sis suah a aom-
ponent then Cu Sis aonneated • 
• 
COROLLARY If, in addition, Xis T1 then eaah point of Xis a ramifiaation 
point. In partiaular Xis not separable metria: 
PROPOSITION Let X be a aonneated T1 spaae in whiah eaah point is a ramifi-
aation point. 
Equivalent are: (i) (assuming SH) X has the Bustin property 
(ii) Xis separable 
(iii) Xis aountable 
While a connected T1 space without open connected subsets cannot be separable 
metric, it can be separable (hence countable) and it can be metric as we will 
show by examples. 
1. PROOF OF THE PROPOSITIONS 
(i) Let X be a connected space without nontrivial open subspaces. 
Let C be a closed connected subspace, <I> f' Cf' X. Let S be a component 
of X\C. Since Sin not open while X\C is, X\C decomposes into infini-
tely many components. Also X\S is connected and not open, so Sis not" 
closed. But Sis closed in X\C so that C n S 1' <j,. 
Therefore Cu Sis connected. D 
(iia) 
(iib) 
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Let X be a connected T1 space, and Y its collection of ramification 
points (that is, Y is the set of ally EX such that X\y has at 
least three components). 
if X\y =A+ B + C. 
X) x2 x3 
If Dis a dense subset of X, and Mc x3 is the domain of K, then it 
follows that IYI ~ lo3n Ml ~ lnl 3 = lnl if Dis infinite. 
In particular if Xis separable and Y = X then Y is countable. 
Now let X have the Suslin property (i.e. any collection of disjoint 
open nonempty subsets of Xis countable). We shall show that if Y 
is not countable then it is a Suslin tree (i.e. an uncountable 
partial order which does not contain the Boolean algebra 2, and 
in which all chains and anti-chains are countable.) It is well-
known that the non-existence of a Suslin tree is equivalent to the 
Suslin Hypothesis (SH) [E.W. Miller, A note on Souslin's problem, 
Amer. J. Math. 65 (1943) 673-678]. To this end define a partial 
order on X as follows. Choose x0 € X and set x > x0 for each 
x € X\x0• Set x1 < x2 for x1,x2 € X\x0 iff x 1 seperates x2 from x0 • 
Let S be an anti-chain in Y. If we choose for each s € S\x0 a 
clopen subset U of X\s not containing x0 then {U} is a disjoint s s 
collection of open sets, hence countable. Next, let C be a chain 
in Y. Let for c EC X\c = P(c) + Q(c) + R(c) be a decomposition of 
xo 
X\c such that x0 E P(c) and Cc P(c) u Q(c) u {c} and R(c) 'l cj>. 
Then {R(c) I c EC} is a disjoint collection of open sets, hence 
countable. Therefore (Y,<) is a Suslin tree. D 
2. THE EXAMPLE 
Let Y = {(x,y) E 12 I x = qy, 1 < q E ~} with Euclidean topology. 
Y is separable metric arcwise connected space. Moreover any nonempty open 
connected subset of Y must contain the point O = (0,0) E Y. Also Y has no 
cut points different from O. Starting from this space we construct our 
example X as a direct limit: 
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~et y* = Y\{(0,0)}. Let x0 = (Y*) 0 = {A} where A is the empty sequence over 
* { * n Y • Let for n > 0 Xn = (Xn-J x O}) u (Y ) , the set of all sequences of length 
n over Y such that the nonzero entries from an initial subsequence. We will 
identify X I with X 1x(O} c X. Now we may write X n- n- n 
00 
= U xn. 
n=O 
If X = (x1, ••• ,x) EX and n ~ 1 then define x' n n = (xl' ••• ,xn-1>· 
Define a metric don X as follows: Let d0 be the Euclidean metric of r2 
* n * m • (and Y). If x EX \X J = (Y) and y E (Y) then define 
n n-
d0 (x ,y) n n if m=n and x' = y' 
= d0(xn, (0,0)) if (m=n-1 and) y = x' 
d0 (xn,(1,l)) if (m=n-2 and) y = x" 
00 otherwise 
R, 
Let d(x,y) = min{ l d1{x.,x.+ 1) I x0 = x, xt+J = y}, then dis a metric on X: i=O i i , 
dis finite because for each x the chain x0 = x, x = x', ... ,x = A shows I n 
that d(x,A) < 00-. If x and y are points in X then it is not necessary to 
n 
consider chains with points in X\X since for each z EX we have 
n 
d 1 (z' ,z") ~ ✓2 ~ d(z' ,z) + d(z,z"), as soon as z" is defined. This shows 
that 'min' instead of 'inf' is justified and that d(x,y) is nonzero if x; y. 
Now we have: 
(i) 
(ii) 
Each X is a closed subspace of X: If x EX \X 1 and m > n and n m m-
e: = min{d(x,x'), d(x,x")) then d(x,X) ~ e: • 
X n X 
The map ju: Y ~ Xn+l defined by 
y t+ (u,y) 
h ( *)n . h h. b . were u E Y , is a omeomorp ic em edding; 
for n = 0 j A : Y• x1 is a homeomorphism onto x1, 
for n ~ 1 cl j [Y] = j [Y] u {u'}. 
u u 
For: Obviously j isl - I and open since d(j y1,j y2) ~ u u u 
~ d0(y1,y2). ju is also continuous since if x = jua then 
d(x,j b) ~ e: • d(x,j b) = d0 (a,b) (a;O) and U X U 
d(u,j b) < i/2.,. d(u,j b) = d0 (0,b). u u 
(iii) 
(iv) 
(v) 
(vi) 
(vii) 
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Since X 1 is closed dl j [Y] c X 1, and from the definition of n+i u n+ 
do it is easily seen that cl j [Y] = j [Y] ~ {u'}. 
u u 
Each X is (arcwise) connected, as is X itself. For: xis joined 
n 
by an arc with x', hence by induction each point is in the arc 
component of Ji.. 
Let L = {(x,y) E YI x = qy} and 1* = L \{O}. Then Y\{0} de-
q * q q 
composes into the components L • (l<qEQ). q 
Define the projection TI : X + X by 
m m 
x"" (x 1, ••• ,xm,·•·)tt (x 1, ••• ,xm). 
TI is not continuous (the image of the connected j [Y] u {u'} 
m u 
is the doubleton {u,u'} if u EX \X 1 ), but it is continuous on m m-1 
X\X 1 . m-
* n-1 Let u E (Y) • Then X\u decomposes into the components 
-1 -I -I * X\TI 1{u} == X\TI j [Y} and TI j L (l<qE(Q). n- n u n u q 
to X and For: for each point a E (Y*)n TI- 1{a} is homeomorphic 
n 
h -I. 1* eac Tin Ju q hence connected. Therefore since j 1* is connected u q 
is connected. Also X\TI-l ,{u} is connected (and has 
n-1 at most 2 
arc components). If M = U{L* I r < q E ~} then M is clopen in 
r q r 
y* and TI-]j M is clopen in X\u (r>l), so the candidate compo-
n u r 
nents are indeed maximal connected. 
Xis a non-separable metric arcwise connected space without 
]Proper nonempty open subspaces. 
For: Let Uc X be open and connected and let u EU, 
* n u = (u 1, ••• ,un) E (Y ) • If n > 0 and v = u' then u is not an 
interior point of its component in X\v. Therefore U is not con-
tained in X\v, that is, v EU. By induction it follows that 
A EU. Next if u EU and u = v' then again u is accumulation 
point of components of X\v so v EU. This proves U = X. 
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This finishes the description of a metric example. 
The space Y was a fan of copies of the unit interval I. When I is replaced 
by a countable connected T2 space and the construction is carried out as 
before (now defining an appropriate topology instead of a metric) then we 
obtain a countable connected T2 space not containing nontrivial open con-
nected subspace. 
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